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We define and study Parikh slender languages and power series.
A language is Parikh slender if the number of words in the language
with the same Parikh vector is bounded from above. As an application
we get a new method for ambiguity proofs of context-free languages
and a new proof of an earlier result of Autebert, Flajolet, and Gabarro
concerning prefixes of infinite words. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Length considerations are often useful in language
theory. For example, Flajolet [8] has shown that the
inherent ambiguity of very many context-free languages can
be deduced from the transcendentality of their generating
functions. Other deep results based on length considerations
are well known, e.g., in the theory of Lindenmayer systems
(see Rozenberg and Salomaa [18]).
Andras iu, Dassow, Pa$ un, and Salomaa [1] have defined
and studied languages with the property that for each n the
number of words in the language of length n is bounded
from above by a constant. They have termed such languages
slender. By now the theory of slender languages has been
developed in many directions in Pa$ un and Salomaa
[1416], Dassow, Pa$ un, and Salomaa [5], Ilie [10], Raz
[17], and Nishida and Salomaa [13]. We mention only
that slender languages are also of cryptographic interest.
In this paper we consider the following modification of
the approach of Andras iu, Dassow, Pa$ un, and Salomaa
[1]. Instead of words of length n we count the number of
words with the same Parikh vector. By definition, if 7=
[a1 , ..., am] is an alphabet and w # 7* is a word, the Parikh
vector (w) of w is defined by
(w)=(*a1(w), ..., *am(w)).
Here *a(w) is the number of the occurrences of the letter a
in w. Now, a language L7* is termed Parikh slender
if there is a positive integer k such that for each
(i1 , ..., im) # Nm there are at most k words in L with the
Parikh vector (i1 , ..., im). Below we consider also the natural
generalization of Parikh slenderness to formal power series.
Standard terminology and notation concerning formal
languages and power series will be used in this paper. When-
ever necessary, the reader may consult Salomaa [19],
Berstel and Reutenauer [3], Kuich and Salomaa [12], and
Salomaa and Soittola [20]. We now outline the contents of
the paper.
Section 2 contains the basic definitions. In Section 3 we
characterize the Parikh slender regular languages and
N-rational series. The related decision problems are shown
to be solvable. In Section 4 we discuss Parikh slender
context-free languages and algebraic series. In particular, we
establish a deep result concerning bounded Z-algebraic
series with commuting variables. This result is used in
Section 5 to obtain a new method for ambiguity proofs of
context-free languages. We also give a new simple proof of
the well known result of Autebert, Flajolet, and Gabarro
[2] concerning the prefixes of infinite words.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
Consider a language L over the alphabet 7. L is said to
be thin if for some n0 ,
card([w # L | |w|=n])1 whenever nn0 .
L is said to be slender if there exists a positive integer k such
that
card([w # L | |w|=n])k for all n0.
The definitions of thin and slender languages are due to
Andras iu, Dassow, Pa$ un, and Salomaa [1]. Furthermore,
L is sparse or poly-slender if there is a polynomial p(n) such
that
card([w # L | |w|=n])p(n) for all n0.
Clearly, a thin language is slender and a slender language is
sparse.
The following notions are used in the characterization of
slender languages. A language L7* is said to be a union
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of single loops (briefly, USL) if for some k and words
ui , vi , wi # 7*,
L= .
k
i=1
uivi*wi .
L7* is said to be a union of paired loops (UPL) if for
some k and words ui , vi , wi , xi , yi # 7*,
L= .
k
i=1
[ui vni wix
n
i yi | n0].
The following result was established in Pa$ un and
Salomaa [16] (see also Shallit [22]).
Theorem 2.1. A regular language L is slender if and only
if L is USL.
The next result was conjectured in Pa$ un and Salomaa
[16] and proved by Ilie [10] and Raz [17].
Theorem 2.2. A context-free language L is slender if
and only if L is UPL.
Raz [17] also shows that it is decidable whether or not a
given context-free language is slender.
Let now 7 be an alphabet and denote by 7  the free
commutative monoid generated by 7. Furthermore, denote
by c the canonical morphism c: R((7*))  R((7  )).
(Here R is the semiring of the real numbers.) A power series
r # R+((7*)) is said to be Parikh slender if there exists a
positive integer k such that
(c(r), w)k for all w # 7  .
Hence, a series r # R+((7*)) is Parikh slender if and only
if the coefficients of c(r) are bounded from above by a con-
stant. A series r # R+((7*)) is said to be Parikh thin if
(c(r), w)1 for almost all w # 7  .
The definitions of Parikh thin and Parikh slender
languages are now obtained as a special case. If L7* is a
language, denote by char(L) # N((7*)) the characteristic
series of L. A language L is said to be Parikh thin or Parikh
slender if the series char(L) is Parikh thin or Parikh slender,
respectively. Intuitively, a language L is Parikh slender if
the number of words in L with the same Parikh vector is
bounded from above.
The following are typical examples of Parikh slender
languages:
L1=a*b*c*,
L2=a(a2)* b(ab)* a2,
L3=[ambmcn | m, n1] _ [ambncn | m, n1].
Clearly, a slender language is Parikh slender. The language
L1 is Parikh thin, but not slender. Intuitively, the reason is
that when considering Parikh thinness the words of length
n are divided into ( n+card(7)&1n ) classes each consisting of
words with equal Parikh vectors. Note that a Parikh slender
language is sparse.
Parikh slender regular or context-free languages have
weaker closure properties than slender regular or context-
free languages, respectively. For example, the language
L4=a*b*a* is a morphic image of L1 but is not Parikh
slender, whereas it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the
morphic image of a slender regular language is slender.
L3 above is an example of a Parikh slender context-free
language which is inherently ambiguous. It is a consequence
of Theorem 2.2 that every slender context-free language is
unambiguous (see Pa$ un and Salomaa [16]).
3. PARIKH SLENDER REGULAR LANGUAGES
We begin with a characterization of Parikh slender
regular languages.
A language L7* is said to be a multiple loop language
if there exist k1 and u1 , v1 , u2 , v2 , ..., uk , vk , uk+1 # 7*
such that
L=u1v1*u2v2*u3 } } } ukvk*uk+1 (1)
and
(v1), ..., (vk) are linearly independent over Q. (2)
A language L7* is said to be a union of multiple loops
(UML) if L is a finite disjoint union of multiple loop
languages. Note that if (1) and (2) hold and w # L there exist
unique integers i1 , ..., ik such that
w=u1vi11 u2 v
i2
2 u3 } } } uk v
ik
k uk+1.
Furthermore, if (1) and (2) hold then k is less than or equal
to the cardinality of 7.
Theorem 3.1. A regular language L is Parikh slender if
and only if L is UML.
Proof. Clearly, a multiple loop language is Parikh thin.
Hence, every UML language is Parikh slender. Conversely,
let L7* be a Parikh slender regular language. The
regularity of L implies that L is an unambiguous rational
subset of 7* (see Eilenberg [6]). Hence,
L= .
n
i=1
wi0L*i1wi1L*i2wi2 } } } L*iki wiki , (3)
where n and ki , 1in, are nonnegative integers, wij # 7*
are words, and Lij 7+ are codes and the union is disjoint.
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Furthermore, if w # L there exist unique i, 1in, and
uij # L*ij , 1jki , such that
w=wi0ui1wi1 ui2wi2 } } } uiki wiki .
Next, suppose 1in and 1jki and let vij be a word
of minimal length in Lij . Then Lij=vij . Indeed, if v1 # Lij and
v1 {vij then vij v1 {v1 vij and L contains the language
wi0 } } } wi, j&1[vijv1 , v1vij]* wij } } } wiki .
Hence, for each m1, L contains at least 2m distinct words
with the same Parikh vector.
To conclude the proof it suffices to prove that for
1in, the vectors (vi1), ..., (viki) are linearly indepen-
dent over Q. Suppose this is not true. Then there exist
positive integers a1 , ..., aki , b1 , ..., bki such that
a1 (vi1)+ } } } +aki (viki)=b1 (vi1)+ } } } +bki (viki)
and at {bt for some t, 1tki . For m1, consider the
words
wi0vxa1+(m&x) b1i1 wi1 } } } wi, ki&1v
xaki+(m&x) bki
iki wiki
for 0xm. These words are distinct elements of L and
have the same Parikh vector. Therefore L is not Parikh
slender. This contradiction shows that (vi1), ..., (viki) are
linearly independent and concludes the proof. K
Note that the characterization of slender regular
languages given by Pa$ un and Salomaa is a consequence of
Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. It is decidable whether or not a given
regular language L is Parikh slender.
Proof. It is possible to obtain effectively the words wij ,
1in, 0jki , and codes Lij , 1in, 1jki , such
that (3) holds and the union and the products in (3) are
unambiguous (see Eilenberg [6]). By the proof of
Theorem 3.1, the language L is Parikh slender if and only if
there exist words vij such that Lij=vij , 1in, 1jki ,
and the vectors (vij), 1jki , are linearly independent
over Q for each 1in. Both conditions are clearly
decidable. K
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 generalize easily to N-rational
series.
Theorem 3.3. A series r # Nrat((7*)) is Parikh slender
if and only if r is a finite N-linear combination of series of the
form
u1 v*1 u2v*2u3 } } } un v*n un+1,
where (v1), ..., (vn) are linearly independent, n0,
ui , vj # 7*.
Proof. If the series r # Nrat((7*)) is Parikh slender, its
coefficients are bounded by a constant. Hence r is a finite N-
linear combination of characteristic series of Parikh slender
regular languages. The claim follows by Theorem 3.1. K
Theorem 3.4. It is decidable whether or not a given
series r # Nrat((7*)) is Parikh slender.
Proof. Boundedness of the coefficients of r is a decidable
necessary condition for the Parikh slenderness of r (see
Jacob [11]). If the coefficients are bounded, r is effectively
an N-linear combination of characteristic series of regular
languages and the claim follows by Theorem 3.2. K
4. PARIKH SLENDER CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES
AND ALGEBRAIC SERIES
In this section we establish necessary conditions for
Parikh slender context-free languages and algebraic series
and discuss the related decision problems.
A language L7* is said to be bounded if there exist
words w1 , ..., wn # 7* such that Lw*1 } } } w*n .
Theorem 4.1. Each Parikh slender context-free language
is bounded.
Proof. If L7* is context-free and Parikh slender,
L is sparse. Hence the claim follows by Theorem 3 of
Raz [17]. K
The converse of Theorem 4.1 is not true. Indeed, a*b*a*
is a bounded context-free language which is not Parikh
slender. The characterization of Parikh slender context-free
languages among the bounded languages is an open
problem.
Note that Theorem 4.1 implies the decidability of many
problems concerning Parikh slender context-free languages.
For example, the equivalence problem for Parikh slender
context-free languages is decidable (see Ginsburg [9]).
To proceed we need a result concerning bounded Z-
algebraic series with commuting variables. The proof relies
heavily on earlier deep results due to Kuich and Salomaa
[12] and Semenov [21].
Theorem 4.2. Suppose r # Zalg((7*)) satisfies |(c(r), w)|
k for every w # 7  , where k is a constant. Then the
series c(r) # Zalg((7  )) is a finite Z-linear combination
of series in Nrat((7  )) of the form uv1* } } } v*m , where
u, v1 , ..., vm # 7  .
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that r is
quasiregular. By Corollary 16.11 of Kuich and Salomaa
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[12] there exists a nonzero polynomial P(x1 , ..., xn , y) #
Z( (7 _ y)  ) such that
P(x1 , ..., xn , c(r))=0. (4)
(Here 7=[x1 , ..., xn].) Next, fix an integer j, &kjk,
and denote
Dj=[(i1 , ..., in) # Nn | (c(r), xi11 } } } x
in
n )=j].
To study the properties of the set Dj , choose a large prime
p and denote by & the canonical morphism
&: Z((7  ))  Zp((7  )).
Define the sequence s: Nn  Zp by
s(i1 , ..., in)=(&(c(r)), xi11 } } } x
in
n ).
It follows by (4) that
&(P)(x1 , ..., xn , &(c(r)))=0
or
&(P) \x1 , ..., xn , :i1, ..., in0 s(i1 , ..., in) x
i1
1 } } } x
in
n +=0.
Hence the sequence s is p-algebraic. By Theorem 5.1 in
Bruye re et al. [4] the sequence s is p-recognizable. Conse-
quently the set D$j defined by
D$j=[(i1 , ..., in) # Nn | (c(r), xi11 } } } x
in
n )#j (mod p)]
is a p-recognizable subset of Nn. Because clearly Dj=D$j , the
set Dj is a p-recognizable subset of Nn.
Now, by replacing in the argument above the prime p by
another large prime q it follows that Dj is also q-recog-
nizable. Therefore, by a deep result of Semenov [21], the set
Dj is a rational subset of Nn. Denote
Ej=[xi11 } } } x
in
n | (i1 , ..., in) # Dj].
Clearly, Ej is a rational subset of 7  . Because 7  is a com-
mutative monoid, Ej is an unambiguous rational subset of
7 (see Eilenberg and Schu tzenberger [7]). It follows that
char(Ej) # Nrat((7  )).
Hence char(Ej) is an N-linear combination of series of the
form uv1* } } } v*m , where u, v1 , ..., vm # 7 . Because c(r) is a
finite Z-linear combination of char(Ej), &kjk, the
claim follows. K
Theorem 4.2 implies a necessary condition for Parikh
slender series in Zalg((7*)) & N((7*)) .
Theorem 4.3. Suppose r # Zalg((7*)) & N((7*)) is
Parikh slender. Then c(r) is a finite N-linear combination of
series of the form uv*1 } } } v*m , where u, v1 , ..., vm # 7  and
(v1), . . . , (vm) are linearly independent over Q.
If L is a language, the generating function fL(z) of L is
defined by
fL(z)= :
n0
lnzn,
where
ln=card([w # L | |w|=n])
for n0.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose L7* is a Parikh slender
unambiguous context-free language. Then fL(z) is a rational
function.
Proof. The claim follows by Theorem 4.3. K
Next we discuss decision problems concerning Parikh
slenderness of context-free languages and algebraic series.
The decidability status of the following questions is open:
(1) Is a given context-free language Parikh slender?
(2) Is a given unambiguous context-free language Parikh
slender?
(3) Is a given series in Zalg((7*)) & N((7*)) Parikh
slender?
Clearly, the decidability of (1) or (3) implies the decidability
of (2). To prove the decidability of (1) it is enough to give
a method to decide whether or not a given bounded context-
free language is Parikh slender. The decidability of (3)
would follow if there is a method to decide whether or
not a series r # Zrat((7  )) is bounded. Indeed, if
r # Zalg((7*)) & N((7*)) is Parikh slender, then by
Theorem 4.3, the series c(r) is in Zrat((7  )) & N((7  )).
Because the condition c(r) # Zrat((7  )) is decidable (see
Kuich and Salomaa [12]), the decidability of (3) follows if
there is a method to decide whether c(r) is bounded.
A similar argument shows that for the decidability of (3)
it would also suffice to have a method to decide whether or
not a given r # Zrat((7  )) belongs to Nrat((7  )).
We conclude this section with a positive decidability
result.
Theorem 4.5. It is decidable whether or not a given
series r # Zalg((x*)) is bounded. Consequently, it is decidable
whether or not a series r # Zalg((x*)) & N((x*)) is Parikh
slender. (Here x # 7 is a letter.)
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Proof. If r is bounded, Theorem 4.2 implies that r is in
Zrat((x*)) . This property is decidable. The claim follows
because it is decidable whether or not a series r # Zrat((x*))
is bounded (see Jacob [11]). K
5. APPLICATIONS TO AMBIGUITY PROOFS OF
CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES
The purpose of this section is to show that the results of
Section 4 give a new method to prove the inherent
ambiguity of many context-free languages. In particular, we
obtain a new simple proof of a well-known theorem of
Autebert, Flajolet and Gabarro concerning the prefixes of
infinite words.
If L7* is a language, the length set of L consists of the
nonnegative integers n such that there is a word of length n
in L.
In what follows we denote Lc=7*&L.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose L7* is a context-free
language. If there is a regular language R7* such that the
language L & R (or Lc & R) is Parikh slender and has a non-
rational generating function, then L is inherently ambiguous.
In particular, if Lc & R is Parikh slender and has a length
set which is not ultimately periodic then L is inherently
ambiguous.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that L7* is an
unambiguous context-free language such that Lc & R is
Parikh slender, where R7* is a regular language. (If
L & R is Parikh slender the argument is similar.) Then
char(L) # Nalg((7*)) and, hence, the series
r=char(Lc & R)=char(Lc) x char(R)
belongs to Zalg((7*)) . Because r is Parikh slender it follows
by Theorem 4.3 that the generating function of Lc & R is
rational. This contradiction proves the theorem. K
As an example consider the Goldstine language L over the
alphabet 7=[a, b] consisting of the words
an1ban2b } } } anpb,
where p1, ni0, and nj {j for some j, 1jp. L is a
context-free language which is inherently ambiguous (see
Flajolet [8]). The ambiguity of L follows also by
Theorem 5.1. Indeed, let R=7*b. Then
Lc & R=[ab, aba2b, aba2ba3b, . . .]
which clearly does not have an ultimately periodic length
set.
If w # 7| is an infinite word and
w=w1w2 w3 } } } wj # 7,
its prefix language and coprefix language are defined by
Pref(w)=[w1 , w2 } } } wm | m0]
and
Copref(w)=7*&Pref(w),
respectively.
Theorem 5.2. (Autebert, Flajolet, and Gabarro [2]).
Suppose w is an infinite word which is not ultimately periodic.
If the language L=Copref (w) is context-free, it is inherently
ambiguous.
Proof. Because w is not ultimately periodic, there is a
letter a # 7 such that Lc & 7*a has a length set which is not
ultimately periodic. Clearly Lc & 7*a is Parikh slender.
Therefore the claim follows by Theorem 5.1. K
Note that the proof of Theorem 5.2 given above is purely
algebraic. The original proof in Autebert, Flajolet, and
Gabarro [2] uses deep analytic tools.
The proof of Theorem 5.2 can be further simplified by
replacing the use of Semenov's theorem by an application
of Cobham's theorem stating that if a set A of natural
numbers is both p-recognizable and q-recognizable, then A
is ultimately periodic provided that p and q are multi-
plicatively independent (see Eilenberg [6]). Indeed,
suppose L=Copref(w) is an unambiguous context-free
language and denote R=7*a, where a # 7. Then
r=char(Lc & R) and the generating function of r are
Z-algebraic. It follows that the length set of supp(r) is
p-recognizable for any large prime p. Hence, the length set
of supp(r) is ultimately periodic, which implies that w is
ultimately periodic.
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